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Abstract- In the history of device computing, Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the fastest growing field that facing many security challenges. The effective efforts should have been made to address the security and privacy issues in IoT networks. The IoT devices are basically resource control device which provide routine attract impression for cyber attackers. The IoT participation nodes are increasing rapidly with more resource constrained that creating more challenging conditions in the real time. The existing methods provide an ineffective response to the tasks for effective IoT device. Also, it is an insufficient to involve the complete security and safety spectrum of the IoT networks. Because of the existing algorithms are not enriched to secure IoT bionetwork in the real time environment. The existing system is not enough to detect the proxy to the authorized person in the embedding devices. Also, those methods are believed in single model domain. Therefore, the effectiveness is dropping for further multimodal domain such as combination of behavioral and physiological features. The embedding intelligent technique will be securitizing for the IoT devices and networks by deep learning (DL) techniques. The DL method is addressing different security and safety problems arise in real time environment. This paper is highlighting hybrid DL techniques with Reinforcement Learning (RL) for the better performance during attack and compared with existing one. Also, here we discussed about DL combined with RL of several techniques and identify the higher accuracy algorithm for security solutions. Finally, we discuss the future direction of decision making of DL based IoT security system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The IoT consist of physical components integrated with software and mobile application and other technologies. In short, this purpose of integrating all is for exchanging data and transferring data to other device through an internet. This construction is adopted easily with real time environment and has provided more flexibility [1].

Recently, passwords or PINs as a secure method of accessing a system or directory is moving towards physiological features (face, eye or finger print and etc). This biometric identification tells very prompt identification that “who we are” which is safest techniques than existing methods. Accessing of IoT devices very careful way should be top priority. Otherwise the causes or losses cannot be measured at all [2, 3, 4]. The advantage context of internet of things is shown in figure 1.
The ability to observe IoT devices showing intelligence provides a major answer to new or zero-day attacks. DL is powerful ways of knowledge exploration for learning concerning ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ behavior in line with however IoT elements and devices perform at intervals the IoT atmosphere [5]. Consequently, DL ways are necessary in reworking the safety of IoT systems from just facilitating secure communication between devices to security-based intelligence systems. IoT security threats that are associated with inherent or fresh introduced threats are given, and numerous potential IoT system attack surfaces and also the attainable threats associated with every surface are mentioned [6]. There are many security challenges for IoT devices is notified in the figure 2. We have a tendency to then completely review DL ways for IoT security and gift the opportunities, blessings and shortcomings of every methodology. We have a tendency to discuss the opportunities and challenges concerned in applying DL to IoT security.

In a peer-to-peer environment, biometric based authentication for IoT devices offers good security system and the model overall structure is notified in figure 3. There are two common authentication operations as follows; (a) Mobile devices users’ confirmation in order to access (b) From remotely the user accessing through mobile.
The main challenges that face biometric-based authentication schemes square measure (1) the way to style
associate in nursing authentication mechanism that's free from vulnerabilities, which might be exploited by
adversaries to form illicit accesses, and (2) the way to make sure that the user’s biometric reference templates don't
seem to be compromised by a hacker at the device level or the remote server level. The recent advancement of the
deep learning algorithms are employed for IoT networks that discusses in this research article [7, 8, 9, 10]. These days,
the mobile devices are essential one in our day to day life. The ranges of applications are huge and important in daily life. Due to two features authentication factors are identifying stronger for identity verification as “something you have” and “something you’re,” square measure combined. Many solutions that embody multi biometric and signature or voice recognition for smart campus, hospital and Tele-sector banks for more top security reason [11].

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH

The structure of the research article organized as follows; Section-3 gives literature survey of recent
authentication and access control security by different approach. Section-4 provides the description of theoretical
proposing analysis. Section-5 delivers future enhancement ideas and finally the conclusion with limitation is in
section-6.

3. RELATED WORKS

Sathish et al discussed about adapting with certain domain of diverse features IoT. This analysis is based on
domain, applications, environment parameter. Also it presents the survey of IoT devices in real time application [1].
Several researches have been conducted for checking the vulnerability of IoT systems. Granjal, Monteiro and Silva
[12] highlighted the unsolved problems of IoT devices and suggest solutions for that. Zarpelão et al. [13] discussing
many techniques for intrusion detection of IoT framework. Weber investigates on many regulatory approaches to
challenges that should be addressed and discuss merits of IoT with the security concerns. The reviewing of
ransomware attacks in IoT system discuss here [16]. Xiao et al. [17] discuss ML methods to shield data privacy and
security in the IoT framework for further development. Also they discuss about backup security solution and fractional
state observation for IoT system. [18, 19] These papers focus the uses of data mining and ML methods for security of
intrusion detection. Many of the research papers consist of several reviews for recent advancement of DL methods
and view point of IoT security.

There are many type of denial of service attacks for IoT devices. This kind of attack are establishing in the
network domain to diminish gradually the resource of the service provider. There are many limitation of ML based
algorithm for IoT devices. The processing for the IoT device is very small due to small appliances with less energy
constrained one. So the ML techniques cannot connect directly in the resource environment.

Problem Statement

The destructive distribute denial of service is unique type of botnets that recently facing many attacks in IoT
devices which is hard to solve. The IoT devices are transferring the data from one place to another. These data are
generating and transferring diversely in nature. During processing of data are having many encoding, compression
types. This will lead to heterogeneity property. The ML algorithms are not sufficient domain to this property and very
challenging task too. The analysis of heterogeneous data is relatively tough task by ML algorithm. Obviously, the
heterogeneous devices demand is an important in IoT networks. The ML algorithm capabilities are weaker to communicate heterogeneous device.

Proposed Solution

This research article considered this problem and using DL based algorithm for alternative to improve performance. Our research work will address the comparative analysis between DL algorithms and identify the higher accuracy algorithm for security solution. Also discuss about many challenges and future development of IoT security domain. This will enable the secure communication among IoT components with smart decision method named deep learning approach. Many unsolved problems in IoT network domain will be solved by deep learning approach.

4. SECURITY CHALLENGES AND THREAT MODELS IN IOT

The attackers will use many ways to attack IoT devices for example with the help of social engineering is one of the platforms to attack in physical. This perimeter of the networks is hard to mitigate. The IoT devices are having well known capability to create heterogeneous domain for process. ZigBee, WSN, MANET, WiFi, RFID, NFC techniques includes more complex process. The network layer level attacks will be at routing and traffic analysis, spoofing. The Sybil attack is used to create fake identities in the network for illusion [20, 21]. During the updating the routing information in routing tables, the attack can be possible such as spoofing or altering routing information in IoT network domain. Denial of Service (DoS) attack stick at transport layer in general during the framework of IoT. Resource constrained will not be scaled due to the nature of the IoT for traditional Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) at this layer [22, 23, 24].

4.1 General IoT Security Threats

The IoT domain identifies the threat surfaces. Generally the IoT attack surfaces are categorized as follows

1. Physical device
2. Network service
3. Cloud service

The IoT devices should be working in an unreachable area for our daily comfort life. More over this system are more complex due to multi-level setup of individual function. So this will be concentrated security requirement in physical states itself [25, 26]. The potential threats occurrence is in IoT system shows figure 4.

The storing data in IoT devices should not be made known by attackers. Because these data contents are confidential, such as medical report, military report. The effective checking algorithm to detect received data is as an original or fake or modified content and malicious input like a fabricate inputs [27]. This feature can be ensured the IoT system by integrity property in any communication medium. IoT medical devices should have high effective integrity checking mechanism. There is more discussion about losing or modifying information leads to loss of human lives in the medical sector [28, 29]. The authentication is little tricky and it varies from device to device. This verification should be very healthy in the IoT framework. Otherwise it will lead to low security and easy attack by unauthorized person. Obviously there is need of an effective authentication that provides robust security domain for IoT devices. Very fundamental feature is continuous availability in all time for IoT security reason. In many IoT devices, no consideration of non-repudiation for security reason [30]. From our point of view, all these security parameter should be considered for effective IoT security communication. The block diagram for many types of IoT threats is notified in figure 4.
4.2 Layer level attack

The layer level attacks include protocol layer attack and passive attack. The mitigation of passive attack is very hard in the network domain. The multi layered attacks could be launched on IoT infrastructure. This attack contains user information in the network. As we know, the data transfer is primary goal in IoT networks. So the passive attacks cannot be solved or prevent easily. Also it is an essential to guarantee for quality data transfer in the IoT real time environment. There are many attacks in layer level as discusses in following sections.

5. OVERVIEW OF PRACTICAL APPROACH

5.1 DL-based authentication and access control in IoT

DL algorithms are giving more impact on IoT system recently. It is a developing research topic currently. Because of handling large dataset, DL based algorithms are providing great effective performance than ML based framework for IoT devices. Usually, DL algorithm has capable of remove complex representations from data set [31]. Without human intervention, IoT based devices are interacting one another due to deep linking of unified protocol. In a smart home, all IoT devices should be deep-linked automatically for effective performance. The computational architecture contains several processing layers to learn about data set base of DL algorithm. Feature extraction will be suitable selection based on input defected data. The computing architecture is constructed hierarchical based representation. Our proposed work contains principle of based on both discriminative and generative learning named hybrid DL. There are many hybrid learning methods are Deep auto encoders (AEs), Deep Belief Network (DBN), Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBMs), Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and ensemble of DL networks (EDLNs). The discriminative learning methods are named CNNs, RNNs for classification alone.

5.2 Proposed Architecture

The proposing architecture for IoT system comprises with three sections named Input, classifier, decision making section. The discussion of the sections as follows one by one.
5.2.1 Input Section
The figure 5 shows simple smart home for IoT consists of several facilities with many sensors. For example, the central control devices connected with many appliances such as laptop, television, cameras, lights, fan and all home appliances.

5.2.2 Training and Testing Section
Our classification framework believes in hybrid deep learning method and attack detection accuracy is high. The learning algorithm is at training phase with respect to trained model. The environment gives data to trained model as well to learning algorithm for training and testing purposes. Normally the attacks can happen in the different layers at IoT devices. Many of existing algorithms are cryptographic based one to detect the attack. This type of algorithms is suffering in accuracy and causes of false positives. Our suggesting algorithm is including DBN have been used. The general classification framework is shown in figure 6.
5.2.3 Output Section

The decision making structure shows in figure 7. Generally the reinforcement learning starts learning by interacting with their past and previous outputs like as human learning structure. It also teaches DL algorithm that how and what to react in complex condition environment [30]. This RL is stimulated by the emotional and neurological views on machine algorithm controlling by its environment. RL comprises of making an agent learn how to map status quo to action accordingly to reach the maximum rewards. The decision making agent will get knowledge of present optimal action from strategy updated output which is from strategies learning algorithm. The most of the rewards is collected by attempting them through trial and error. The overall proposed system architecture is drawn here as block diagram in figure 8.
The maximum rewards is depends on state of the environment. Our suggesting method comprises of DL and RL play together in the environment with dissimilar conditions. So the RL can have maximum rewards due to combine with DL. In this approach RL provides good learning experience of various environments input to DL that it can find best strategies for action value approximation [31, 32, 33].

The attack detection in our algorithm includes RL provides high accuracy than other ancient methods. The distributed attack detection can handle at near smart infrastructure with various parameters from hybrid learning mechanism. This learning mechanism is added on with RL algorithm which gives good results in accuracy. Because of this decision making algorithm can create the maximum rewards because of more iteration. Always the precipitation infrastructure is resource constrained for IoT network structure. During the time of attack or before that the data generating nodes are affected and it informed decision tree. The hybrid DL based decision approach in IoT realize the attack from primitive to mature stage and determining the optimal point for detection mechanism. It gives good accuracy and reduces inactive for communication & utilizes the resources. Our suggesting approach proves that it can address DoS attacks in IoT [34, 35, 36, 37]. This table 1 is tabulated different hybrid deep learning solutions and shows their performance rating based on their results. Our suggesting combined version of deep learning and RL approach performs very high efficiency for IoT secured network. This paper comprises many potential requirements (confidential, authentication, authorization, integrity, availability and non-repudiation) for IoT network threats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions</th>
<th>Confidential</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Authentication + Authorization</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Decision Making</th>
<th>Overall Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>*NA</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBMs</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>*NA</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>*NA</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDLNs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>*NA</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBNs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>*NA</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN + RL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Early Attack</td>
<td>High Efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not Available

6. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

The combination of DL & RL can construct great strategy to gain supreme effective term rewards. Because of an intelligent approach of DL, the RL can determine the best reward policy for performing an action. Some of the mis-classification problem arises due to complex pattern in the dataset. This kind of pattern will be learnt by RL without any additional feature craft and solve automatically which arrange for efficient classification for DL algorithm.

7. CONCLUSION

The main influences of this research work are summarizing as follows; we presented the limitation of the ancient methods to solve the security problems in IoT networks by using ML methods. We presented new and efficient complete survey of hybrid DL methods (DBN algorithm) with RL technique in IoT. Also we focused an identifying overall higher accuracy and better effective performance for solving security threats. The deep belief network is proved that it is suitable RL approach for IoT devices due to its deep searching algorithm. The DBN method is acknowledged for effective security approach for RL method. At last this RL outcome is revising from feedback or old mistakes as behavior of human and animals. It starts with some operations in the real time environment and making precise decision from accurate output. This combined learning methods greatly helpful and will provide highest accuracy for dynamic applications such as real time robotics. This new era DL & RL approach will segregate the reward function continuously due to rectify failure rate and improve success rate towards highest accuracy; RL techniques are improving efficient in protecting attack whereas not knowing about previous history of data values. Further development of this research is that the environment will be sensed and to get the best out of both instantaneous and
future prediction term rewards. The future challenges in IoT by this combination of DL & RL techniques are also discussed in previous section.
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